Advent 2021

Dear friends of St. Anselm’s,
We’re composing this greeting on the first day this autumn when frost lay on
the grass of our abbey courtyard, which means that by the time this newsletter is
published some still colder nights will have shriveled the banana trees that grow
in the courtyard. Yet we know that even as their trunks will soon be cut down and
thrown away, next spring new sprouts will once more rise up from under the earth.
Although in our climate these trees can never stay alive for the full three years
that would be needed for them to produce bananas, they nevertheless offer all of us
an important lesson: if each of us is called to bear some kind of fruit that will be of
service to others, this need not be something as tangible as an edible fruit. Those trees
give us a wonderful example of perseverance, of never assuming that apparent defeat
is the last word. Their reappearance each spring reflects our school’s motto, engraved
near the entrance to our academic building: Rursus incipiemus nunc et semper
(“We always begin again”). As we enter this Advent season and prepare for the
celebration of our Savior’s birth at Christmas, may each of us be renewed in our
commitment to persevere in our God-given callings.
We wish you a blessed Christmastide and New Year. May we keep one another in
prayer, along with the many people of our world who may feel they have no one to
care for or pray for them.
The Monks of St. Anselm’s Abbey

The Chronicler’s Column
It would seem strange, even irresponsible, to write
a column about the past year at St Anselm’s without saying anything about the Covid-19 pandemic,
so this column will begin by saying that all members
of the monastic community have been fully vaccinated since last winter. While this provides the best
protection against the virus, it is not perfect, and the
seemingly endless appearance of variants means
that we continue to take precautions. We have not
been able to have as many overnight retreatants as
in the past, nor did the resumption of public masses
on Sundays allow for the usual conversation with
our guests in the Fort Augustus room after mass. We
hope that sometime in 2022 these kinds of restrictions will no longer be needed.
The quadrennial meeting of the English
Benedictine Congregation’s General Chapter, originally scheduled for this past July, was among the
meetings that had to be postponed until the following year, and even smaller EBC meetings have
had to be held online rather than in person at one
or another monastery in the UK. To help make up
for this, there were several presentations made
via Zoom for all communities in the congregation. These always began with an opening talk by
prominent persons such as Eamon Duffy, professor of the history of Christianity at the University
of Cambridge, or Gemma Simmonds, cj , the former
president of the Catholic Theological Association of
Great Britain. Members of EBC communities in the
UK, USA, and Peru were then able to make comments or ask questions of the speakers.
Closer to home, last spring we invited Hugh
Turley of nearby Hyattsville to come speak to us
one evening about a book that he co-authored
and that questions the most common explanation

of how Thomas Merton died, namely, that it was
purely accidental. Although Mr Turley doubts that
the death was just an accident, he admitted that
much more investigation would be needed if one
were to prove otherwise.
The place of the fine arts in our life was highlighted by several events over the past year. As
a way of celebrating the solemnity of St Benedict
in March, we had a concert in our abbey church
performed by our lay community member Yasha
Borodetsky as violinist, accompanied by Conner
McCain on the organ. The program featured works
by 17th and 18th century composers in Italy and
Austria who promoted the development of the
Sonata da Chiesa and Solo Sonata. Around the same
time, sculptures made by Fr Stephen Reid of our
community for the Parish of the Good Shepherd in
Glen Burnie, Maryland were returned to the abbey
now that that church has closed. The outstanding
piece in the collection was a wooden statue of the
Good Shepherd that now stands near the entrance
to the calefactory, our community room.
After some months of discussion, we have proceeded with plans to install solar panels at several
locations on our property. Our original thought
was to have some panels on the roof of the abbey’s
Johnson wing, but investigation showed that that
space was really too small for this project. Instead,
the panels are being installed on the roof of our
school’s academic building as well as over the
gymnasium/theatre complex. Still more panels
are going to be installed atop a carport that will be
erected on our gym’s parking lot, making the entire
project one of the largest in the District of Columbia.
When completed, we expect it to cover the electrical expenses of the school and even some of the
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monastery’s. The assistance of Manu Felix has been
crucial in making a complicated contract acceptable
to all parties involved. He has worked closely with
our director of operations, Mark Commins, and our
director of facilities, José Morales. These three men
deserve special plaudits for all the time they have
given to this project.
Like all religious communities, we have an annual
community retreat. This year the conferences were
given in mid-August by a longtime friend of our
monastery, Fr Hugh Feiss, a monk of Ascension
Priory in southern Idaho. He first lived with us for
a year in the mid-1960s while doing studies at the
Catholic University of America, followed by five
subsequent summers of study there before heading to Rome for a further degree. Since that time,
Fr Hugh has published numerous articles on many
aspects of monastic life and has edited several volumes of readings from all centuries of Benedictine
monasticism, in addition to his studies of the
twelfth-century canons regular of the Abbey of St
Victor in Paris. He drew on all this material in his
seven presentations at our retreat.
As usual, this column will conclude with some
brief remarks about the individual members of
our community. Fr Philip Simo, our prior, continues as chaplain at the Jeanne Jugan Residence on
Harewood Road, conducted by the Little Sisters
of the Poor. Like all nursing homes, they have
had to be extremely careful about the virus and at
times have had to undergo a lockdown. Back at St
Anselm’s, Fr Philip is director of our lay community, composed usually of five or six young men
who are discerning their calling in life. This past
autumn, three of them finished their time here and
moved elsewhere, while at the time of this writing
two new members have taken up residence and a
third is making application.
An excellent example of someone who has combined the original vision of our founders as a

place where one could live an authentic monastic
life and undertake academic pursuits is Fr Joseph
Jensen, who recently had the third revision of his
Old Testament textbook God’s Word to Israel published by Liturgical Press. Just as for many years
in the past, Fr Joseph has worked hard in making
arrangements for our 47th annual Thomas Verner
Moore lecture, to be given this year by Professor
Robert Kugelmann of the University of Dallas. For
one of the few times in the series, the topic relates
directly to the life and work of the person for whom
the series has been named, for Professor Kugelmann
chose as his title “Sanctity and the Myth of the Hero,
in the Psychology of Thomas Verner Moore.”
Having now retired from classroom teaching after
serving many years in the religion and social studies
departments of our school, Fr Michael Hall continues as our school chaplain and will work closely
with our campus minister John Goldberg in planning liturgical services, class retreats, and the like.
Fr Michael has also been the most constant chaplain for the Daughters of Charity at Elizabeth Seton
High School in nearby Bladensburg, Maryland.
Many of the green salads that graced our table
all summer long came from the garden that Fr
Christopher Wyvill tended. He almost always
outwitted the squirrels, raccoons, woodchucks,
and deer that wanted to sample the plants before
they reached our kitchen and refectory. As guestmaster, he has conscientiously met the needs of
the relatively few retreatants we have been able
to receive during the pandemic. As has already
been announced to our oblates, Fr Christopher was
recently diagnosed with colon cancer. After lengthy
discussion with his doctors and taking into account
his advanced age, he has decided to forgo any
treatment and is letting the illness run its course.
Concerning this, Fr Christopher suggested that I
add what he recently wrote: “I am 91 years old and
have had a long blessed life. I am very grateful for

my vocation and for my brothers putting up with
me for more than sixty years—as I have put up
with them. Praise God! That is the wonder of God's
grace at work in all of us.”
Some months ago we announced to the entire
school community that Fr Peter Weigand has
stepped down as president of our school after
decades of service in school administration as
headmaster and subsequently as president. His
successor, our alumnus Fr Anthony Giampietro,
expects Fr Peter to be “a robust president emeritus,”
and the two men have already made some trips
together to meet alumni in the western part of our
country. Fr Peter will continue teaching First Form
earth science, a field that has evolved very much in
recent years because of climate change. This issue
of our newsletter has a very informative piece that
he wrote about our “old north wing,” replete with
photographs that span a couple of centuries.
Our only monk not in residence is Fr Paul McKane.
Having retired a couple years ago after more than a
decade as successful pastor of a parish in the diocese of Great Falls/Billings, Montana, he lived for
a while in the very small town of Sheridan but then
decided to return to the more urban setting of Great
Falls. There he has been doing some pastoral ministry along with posting some of his reflections on the
internet and taking photographs of the spectacular
countryside in that region.
Among monks represented by an article in this
issue is Fr Boniface von Nell, whose dedication to
our oblates has meant very much to them. His article on a particular icon is based on one of his oblate
conferences. Each fall he works on preparing an
icon that will form the front of our Christmas card.
In addition, Fr Boniface continues as our abbey
librarian and sees a number of people who come to
him for regular spiritual direction.
Fr Gabriel Myers, our bursar, writes: A long
weekend at Belmont Abbey, North Carolina, was

my special event in 2021. With only a few more
monks than we have, Belmont has more “youth,”
in chronological terms, than we do. I was impressed
with their spiritual seriousness and their friendliness. I had a happy day at their lake-house with
“the young people,” and I even went swimming.
But it was good to come home. Though we worry
about aging, individually and collectively, I personally am finding many good things about being in my
late sixties. E.J. Scovell’s poem “After Midsummer”
says, “We curve downward/ after our midsummer
of longest light.” While curving downward, I find
there are new things to learn, new pleasures to enjoy.
Another monk who has an article in this issue of
our newsletter is Br Dunstan Robidoux. His contribution this time reflects his philosophical training
and interest, which also finds expression in the seminars that he conducts in the Lonergan Institute
that he founded some decades ago. In addition,
Br Dunstan serves as sacristan and, in his further
capacity as infirmarian, regularly drives one or
another monk to a medical appointment.
Although Br Matthew Nylund is not teaching
Spanish in our school this year, he has put his knowledge to good use by working with another monk,
Br Ignacio González, in translating into Spanish a
book that will be used by members of a group called
Gatekeepers to help persons recently released from
prison find their way back into a world that may
have changed very much since the time of their sentencing. Br Matthew also continues to find excellent
readings for daily use at Vespers.
The just-mentioned Br Ignacio continues full-time
study of theology at Catholic University. He has
also been working hard to improve his knowledge
of New Testament Greek. This past summer, he met
regularly for tutoring by our school’s classics teacher
Adam Fries and spent a week of intensive study of
Greek at the Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville.
He has also been working on talks to be given to a
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small community of religious sisters in southern
Texas, talks that had to be canceled last year.
One of our most technologically savvy monks is
Fr Samuel Springuel, who picked up a lot of his
mechanical knowledge and skills from his father
René. Both father and son are alumni of our school,
where Fr Samuel is currently teaching computer
science. As our novice master, he will be taking a
three-month program for religious formators in
Rome next spring, presuming that this program
does not again get canceled. So much advance planning is uncertain these days!
Under Fr Samuel’s tutelage is our postulant
Phillip Morales, who has been working at the various tasks assigned him. He has helped with all
kinds of work in the kitchen and refectory, has diligently repaired some of our liturgical books, and
when weather permits has worked outdoors, where
among other things he has been cutting back the
ever-expanding and relentlessly tenacious bamboo that was originally planted in only a small area
some decades ago.
Just as last year, there are two other monks residing at St Anselm’s. Fr John McCusker originally
made his profession at St Louis Abbey in Missouri

and is considering the possibility of transferring
to our community, while Br John Baptist Santa
Ana, a monk of St Andrew’s Abbey in Valyermo,
California, is now in his second year of theological
studies at the nearby Dominican House of Studies.
Both men generously help out with our various
community duties.
Like all the other monks, the author of this column, Abbot James Wiseman, has been mostly at
the abbey during the past twenty months because
the pandemic has led to the cancelation of various
meetings. He did, however, drive more than a thousand miles in May, mainly to give the annual retreat
to the monks of Belmont Abbey, near Charlotte,
North Carolina. On the way down he was able to
visit relatives in the city of Cary, and on the way
back he stayed for a few days with close friends
near the city of Boone. Another trip took him to the
very remote monastery of Christ in the Desert in
northern New Mexico in early August in order to
give six lectures to that community, a week that was
preceded by seeing more than twenty relatives and
friends in Austin, Texas. He is now happily teaching a course on World Religions in Dialogue to
twenty-three students in our high school.
J ames W iseman ,

We ask the friends of St Anselm’s to join us in prayer for vocations
to our community. We also ask you to recommend St Anselm’s to
young men who may be open to considering a religious life such
as ours, and/or to pass on to us the names of such young men.
Director of Vocations, St Anselm's Abbey

osb

Meritocracy: Blessing or Trap?
Even if the debate over meritocracy has not approached the widespread intensity of debates over
climate change or our government’s present or past
policies in Afghanistan or the Middle East, it has
nevertheless led to a proliferation of books and articles. After defining the meaning of the term, this article will review some of the arguments that either
applaud or decry meritocracy.
The term was coined only in 1958 by the sociologist Michael Young, but its use spread so slowly
that it was not even included in the two-volume
compact edition of the Oxford English Dictionary
published in 1970. Thirty years later, the American
Heritage Dictionary defined meritocracy as (1) a system in which advancement is based on individual
ability or achievement or (2) a group of persons,
such as business leaders, selected on that basis.
The political commentator George Will, whose
columns regularly appear in the Washington Post, is
one of the defenders of the system. Basing himself
on a very recent book by the British author Adrian
Wooldridge that is titled The Aristocracy of Talent:
How Meritocracy Made the Modern World, Will argues
that this ascendency of the talented “should be an aspiration” in a society whose “real aristocracy will be
constantly weeded and refreshed by upward—and
downward—mobility driven by competition.” He
agrees with Wooldridge that “there cannot be sustained economic growth without meritocracy” and
that it is a virtue for parents to be conscientious about
transmitting family advantages to their children.
As a successor to an earlier feudal society in
which aristocratic advantages came to children simply in virtue of having been born into the nobility,
meritocracy clearly has much in its favor. There is,
however, a darker side to this system, studied at

length by Daniel Markovits in his 2019 book The
Meritocracy Trap. Markovits, a professor of law at
Yale Law School, readily admits that he is a meritocrat, with a string of degrees from prestigious institutions like Yale College, the London School of
Economics, Oxford, Harvard, and Yale Law School,
where his students resemble his own younger self:
the offspring of professional parents and products
of elite schools. In a narrow sense, meritocracy is a
success, having produced persons with exceptional
skills derived from extraordinary training. Almost
everyone in the top one percent of wage earners in
the United States belongs to the meritocracy, along
with even more in the top ten percent. Granting all
that, Markovits looks also at meritocratic effects that
are troubling for the ways in which they often prevent persons from leading truly fulfilled lives.
For one thing, whereas aristocrats of a feudal system that was known in France as the ancien régime
relished a life of indolent leisure made possible by
reliance on inherited wealth, representative meritocrats owe their wealth and prestige precisely to
a strenuous work ethic that makes “So busy” the
badge-of-honor common response to the question
“How are you?” An anonymous lawyer at a respected law firm described a “busy day” as running
“from 7 a.m. one morning till 3:45 a.m. the next, with
every hour packed with in-person meetings, double-booked client telephone calls, and between fifty
and one hundred new emails,” while a “not-busy”
day runs only eleven hours. A senior manager at
a major corporation said that he and others on the
firm’s management committee weren’t the smartest
people but simply “the hardest working. We work
like dogs. We out-work the others. We out-practice
them. We out-train them.”
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While one might argue that such workers chose
their profession and so ought not complain about
the burdens they now bear, it seems more accurate to point out that for many of them it was not
really a personal choice but rather a trajectory that
began when their parents enrolled them at the age
of three or four in an elite preschool. There the tuition may exceed $50,000 per year and only five percent of applicants may be accepted, making such
a school harder to get into than Harvard or Yale.
What there begins with very young children continues on through an elite elementary school, secondary school, college, and graduate or professional
school, all of these preparing students for jobs in
which what George Will calls “the churning of competition” makes workers face the constant threat of
failing to measure up and so being replaced by more
talented or more industrious members of the firm.
That such a system can readily lead to serious
health problems, both mental and physical, is obvious. Markovits notes that students at elite high
schools suffer “clinically significant depression
and anxiety at rates double or triple the national
average,” while a task force on mental health established at the University of Pennsylvania after a
wave of suicides there “drew a direct connection between the meritocratic pressures that students come
under” and the anxiety or depression that led some
of them to take their own lives. Markovits finds that
his own students at Yale, “the poster children for
meritocracy, … seek meaning that eludes their accomplishments and regard the intense education
that constitutes their elevated caste with a diffidence that approaches despair.”
As implied above, many of these “poster children”
really had no personal input about the track into
which they were inserted as mere children by parents
eager to see their sons and daughters “get ahead.”
This matter of personal choice—or the lack thereof—is

crucial, as illustrated by a comparison within the
world of sports, where competition is every bit as
intense as in the world of finance or industry.
Pelé, the Brazilian soccer player who is generally
considered the best player that sport has ever seen,
was decidedly a meritocrat, someone who gained
worldwide fame by dint of the hours of practice that
elaborated his innate talent. He once said, “Success
is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and, most of all, love of
what you are doing or learning to do.” His love of
the game was evident to all who knew him. Nelson
Mandela, former president of South Africa, said
that “to watch him play was to watch the delight
of a child combined
with the extraordinary grace of a man in
full,” while Pelé himself, in his autobiography, wrote that “our
joyful way of playing
gave the rest of the
world a taste for this
marvelous sport…. I
would grow to love the
game.” With such love
for what he was doing,
Pelé most willingly underwent the demands
of that “hard work,
Pelé
perseverance, learning,
studying, sacrifice” without which he would never
have reached the pinnacle of his profession. The key
point is that no one forced this upon him. He had a
genuine affection for his chosen profession.
Altogether different was the case of another
world-class athlete, Andre Agassi, once ranked as
the world’s number one tennis player. Having won
eight Grand Slam tournaments and an Olympic

gold medal, Agassi earned triumphs on the tennis
court that were as outstanding as those of Pelé on
a soccer field, but the huge difference between the
two men, both of them clearly meritocrats, is that
Pelé took to his sport because he loved it, while
Agassi was forced into tennis as a young boy by an
ultra-demanding father. His autobiography, Open,
reached No. 1 on the New York Times Best Seller list
and has been called one of the best sports autobiographies of all time. Its first chapter begins with these
words: “I’m seven years old, talking to myself, because I’m scared, and because I’m the only person
who listens to me. Under my breath I whisper: Just
quit, Andre, just give up. … But I can’t. Not only
would my father chase me around the house with
my racket, but something in my gut, some deep unseen muscle, won’t let me. I hate tennis, hate it with
all my heart, and still I keep playing, keep hitting
all morning, and all afternoon, because I have no
choice.” A few pages later he writes that as a teenager he admired Björn Borg “because he’s the best,
he never stops, … but I don’t want to be Borg. I admire his talent, his energy, his style, his ability to
lose himself in his game, but if I ever develop those
qualities, I’d rather apply them to something other
than Wimbledon. Something of my own choosing.”
That factor of personal choice makes all the difference. It allows some persons actually to embrace a
life-style that takes them joyfully, playfully to the
top of their profession even if that dedication means
they will not be able to develop other interests, other
sides of their personality, but for people like Andre
Agassi the lack of choice, imposed on them since
early childhood even if in more subtle ways than by
the draconian tactics used by Agassi’s father—perhaps “nothing more” than making sure one’s son
or daughter gets enrolled in an elite preschool—will
lead to a life of frustration, anger, resentment.

Lest all these concerns seem remote from our own
school, our readers should know that we have just
this year introduced an advisory program to address the kinds of issues that can arise in a school
that obviously has meritocratic traits. While the program is brand-new and will likely undergo some
refinements as the months go by, our intent is to
have a dedicated weekly time (mid-morning every
Monday) when small groups of approximately six or
seven students will meet with a faculty member to
address any of their social or emotional needs and to
educate them about healthy relationships and general wellness, including specific topics like stress
management, sleep, and the use of social media.
Most importantly, it means that every student at our
school will be well-known to a trusted adult.
The final paragraph of this article will begin with
the kind of disclaimer sometimes found in books or
articles: The following comments are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the position of
everyone in the organization itself! I recently came
across the motto of a small school in an African village: “Diligence and hard work lead to success.”
That may well be the motto of many schools, even
if not so clearly expressed, and it may well be more
than a half-truth. But it is not the whole truth, and
“success” should certainly never be simply equated
with winning awards, being ranked number one (or
“top ten”), or getting many students into Ivy League
schools or Stanford or MIT. Our main aim should be
to instill in our students a lifelong love of learning
and a realization that the Benedictine monks of past
centuries had it right when they realized that for all
the labora of their traditional motto there was also
an important place for otium, leisure: taking time to
smell the flowers, watch the clouds float by, and as
one monk has written, “allow the mind and heart to
drift away from time to time.”
J ames W iseman ,

osb
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The Sunlit Cloister of the Monmonier Wing
I wrote this article on the feast of the Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, August 15. Back in 1965,
when I was studying Scholastic Philosophy, I had
to grapple with the notion of Prime Matter. We were
taught that Prime Matter is matter with no substantial form of its own. For example, consider a lump
of bronze that is then shaped into a statue. Bronze is
the matter, and this matter loses one form (a lump)
and gains a new form (a statue).
Perhaps this idea becomes clearer as we trace
the different forms taken by what the monks call
the “old north wing” of the abbey. This is to distinguish it from Philip Johnson's 1964 building,
the “new north wing.” To be sure, the “old north
wing” has had many forms. Built in 1940, it had

cells for ten monks; then briefly, it became a joint
novitiate with monastic cells to house novices for
Portsmouth Priory and St. Anselm’s Priory. Late in
1941, by removing the wall between each two adjacent monastic cells, four classrooms were magically
formed, along with two offices, one for a secretary,
the other for a headmaster—thus, the Priory School
was brought into being.
Fr Austin McNamee, osb , was the first headmaster, serving from 1942-1952 and again from
1953-1959. He wrote “Not in buildings and equipment alone do schools, as such, flourish; but rather
in the happy realization of the sound philosophy
and definite purpose formulated and enunciated
by their founders.” A modest, two-story addition
was erected at the far end of the “old north wing”
in 1944—to create a large classroom (Room 5) and
a common science laboratory, while on the second
floor, the school library took shape under Fr Bruno
McAndrew, osb .

Fr Bruno McAndrew

In 1955, the Priory School moved into a brand-new
classroom building nearly 1,500 feet due north of
the “old north wing” where it stands today. And in
1956, once again, the “old north wing” was formed
into cells for monks, and the vacated headmaster’s
office became the abbey procurator’s office, meticulously watched over by Fr Aelred Walsh, osb. In
1967, Abbot James and I moved the monastic library
into the former school library at the north end of this
morphed building.
The school’s original library reading tables were
moved twice, once in 1955 to the new school building and again in 2003 to the space left when the
cafeteria was relocated to the new Gymnasium-Theater Complex. These tables have been professionally
sanded and refinished four times, thanks to Michael
Corrigan, ’83, general manager of the Jefferson Millwork company. Perhaps another example of Prime
Matter, this time retaining the original table form,
but the tops have become pure and whole again.
For over 55 years, the “old north wing” was calm
and peaceful until November 2012, when it was
gutted to form five monastic cells, each with a private handicap bathroom, for sick or aged monks.
Architect James Voelzke, father of Jim Voelzke,
’09, supervised the remodeling, which includes a
nurse’s aide/guest room (now Fr. Joseph’s office)
and a dispensary room with laundry.
On the 21st of April 2013, the calendar feast day
for Saint Anselm, Fr Abbot James blessed the newest repurposing of the “old north wing”—The
Monmonier Wing in memory of Fr Hugh (19171998), longtime teacher and headmaster. Many of
the benefactors and donors were present, and without the generosity of so many friends, the monks

could not have completed this million-dollar project.
A few days before the blessing, Fr Hilary Hayden
and Fr Abbot Aidan Shea took up residence in these
prime-mattered rooms. Both of these monks are now
at peace in the abbey cemetery after spending their
last years living comfortably in this new Seniors’
Wing. On Saint Benedict’s Day, March 21, 2014, I
officially moved into the Seniors’ Wing—sleeping
my first night in my super bed. I am so grateful that
the abbey has such a modern facility for aged and
infirm monks.
As I write this article, five monks live in the
Seniors’ Wing. Besides me, the other resident
monks are Fr Joseph Jensen, Fr Boniface von Nell,
Fr Michael Hall and Fr Christopher Wyvill. I hope
that now you can understand what Prime Matter
all is about—this building “lump” called the “old
north wing” has taken on several repeated and distinct forms over the last 80-plus years. Deo Gratias!
P eter W eigand ,

osb
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Ring out the Old,
Ring in the New
Gaude; Sabaoth; John; Jericho; Jubilee; Dimittus;
Batty Thomas; Tailor Paul. Eight names, all male,
each unique as the sound its owner makes. They are
bells in an imaginary English village near the sea.
Names mean something, as the name Jesus, a male
name, given on the eighth day after birth, means
“Savior.” The angel told Joseph, “Name him Jesus.
He will save his people.”
In 1833, the bells of a real English church, Waltham
Abbey, south of Tailor Paul’s imaginary church,
were heard by a young man grieving a close friend’s
death. What a terrible thing at twenty-four to lose
an important friend! How impossibly unjust for
a young man in full vigor to be struck by cerebral
hemorrhage. You can read the long sequence of the
survivor’s poems as he moves from initial shock
and outrage, through the flat stages of sorrow and
grief, to the ultimate possibility of peace and acceptance. These are the poems gathered as In Memoriam,
by Alfred Tennyson, to remember his friend Arthur
Hallam. Some readers find the collection long, boring, and tedious—those who like to criticize, those
who never had a friend. But others can feel the grief
from two-hundred years ago, fresh and close-up.
These readers will use their imaginative powers to
hear the New Year bells which, for Tennyson, meant
relinquishing grief and returning to life.
Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky,
The flying cloud, the frosty light:
The year is dying in the night;
Ring out, wild bells, and let him die.
Ring out the old, ring in the new,
Ring, happy bells, across the snow:

The year is going, let him go;
Ring out the false, ring in the true.

Ring out corona’s foul disease;
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold;
Ring out the thousand wars of old,
Ring in the thousand years of peace.
Ring in the valiant self and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be.

The young poet is aware of corruption, greed,
and nastiness. He is not surprised by ugliness in
church or state. He says, “Let him die, the Christ of
arrogance and secrecy, church officials concealing
priestly abuse and embracing duplicitous politicians. Let it die, the America of hatred, guns, and
malicious speech. Let all of them die. Ring out
the false and hateful. Ring in the nation yet to be
founded, the Christ who is yet a promise, the one
who has never quite come.”
Now listen to sweeter, softer words, from a
medieval carol.
Ding dong! Merrily on high,
In heav'n the bells are ringing:
Ding dong! Verily the sky
Breaks open angel singing.
E’en so below, below,
Let steeple bells be swungen,
And the silly word io!
By priest and people sungen.

It may be silly, but it suggests possibilities.
In the long, long movie Rublev, named for the
Russian icon painter, the peasants work like slaves.
They dig a carefully-shaped hole in the earth from
which a huge bell of molten metal will be lifted. We
watch the long process in black-and-white. Gallons
and gallons of molten metal must boil white-hot for
pouring. The proportions of the alloy must be exactly
right if the wild bell is to ring out to the wild, wild
skies. No one living remembers the recipe. Finally a
young boy says, “My father passed it on to me.” The
boy actually doesn’t know, but he understands the
bell’s importance to the community. This bell is more
than a schedule buzzer in boot camp, school, or monastery. This bell signals life, having profound spiritual
significance that will survive the makers by centuries.
So the boy steps forward, with a fabrication that
risks his neck. The prince has decreed execution for
the engineer if the bell won’t ring. We the audience
watch in great suspense as the villagers wait for the
metal to boil. We watch as the white-hot liquid is
poured into the earth. We watch the metal harden
so the shape can be pried from the ground. Then
the new-born bell is raised by ropes. To raise a bell
is dangerous. A frayed rope can bring it crashing,
crushing, down.
Think of the medieval moment when Cleopatra’s
obelisk was brought from Egypt to the Vatican.
Remember the pope’s command for absolute silence.
All stay silent while the rope begins to smoke and
fray until a brave boy defies the pope, and shouts out
a warning. He is a kindred spirit to our risk-taking
bell-boy. In Rublev the Russian bell is raised without a peep. The silence so intense, it is frightening.
When secure on the frame, the bell is made to swing.
Pull-release, swing north, fall south. Five times, ten,
twenty, twenty-five times, until the clapper hits.
We hear the mighty bong which seems to open the
sky, to break it, in the carol’s phrase, so that it brings
heaven down to earth. What glory, what joy. We

see the collapse of the boy who invented the recipe.
We hear the people shout. There is also something
very special to see at that point in the movie. But
you must not cheat—no fast-forwarding. You must
watch the slow-crawling three hours slowly if you
want to truly experience the bell’s first note.
In 1380 English peasants made the bell which
Dorothy L. Sayers names Batty Thomas in her murder mystery, The Nine Tailors. Batty derives from the
slang phrase, “bats in the belfry,” meaning crazy or
foolish. How absurd of humans to want, need, or ring
a bell. How unnecessary and impractical. To medievals, Batty was also a nickname for the monastic
title abbot. If we would cast a bell at Saint Anselm’s,
pouring metal into the soccer field, the biggest,
lowest-sounding bell would be called Batty James.
It is one of the many absurdities of English culture, that church bells do not play tunes, as the
Immaculate Conception Basilica carillon does.
You will not hear O Holy Night from English bells.
Rather, pre-planned musical patterns of great complexity are banged out on English bells, in the art of
change-ringing, or campanology. Change-ringing can
go on for hours without a repeated phrase. You can
hear shorter rings from Foundry United Methodist
Church on Sixteenth Street, the Clintons’ church, on
Sunday at noon. It is gorgeous in a sensational way.
But the cosmic symphony can jangle the nerves.
Each bell in a ring has its own personality. Gaude
(rejoice), Sabaoth (rung during the Sanctus in reference to the angels of Isaiah’s vision), John (beloved
disciple), Jericho (city walls knocked down by the
sound of Joshua’s trumpets), Jubilee (a year of setting
captives free), Dimittus (Simeon’s song requesting
peaceful dismissal after seeing the Christ Child);
Batty Thomas (the abbot’s bell) and Tailor Paul (the
death bell)—from soprano to the lowest bass. The
story of Dorothy Sayers' ring begins on New Year’s
Eve 1919. One of the ringers, Will Toady, is struck
down by the influenza pandemic. It is a time like
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ours, when things cannot proceed as expected.
Sabaoth must be rung by Lord Peter Wimsey who is
visiting the little village. He is one of the glamorous,
silly, “bright young things” of London’s Roaring
Twenties. They like jazz, not church-bells. But in
a little East Anglian village, in a tall church high
above a canal-crossed lowland, Peter and seven
working men (each unique, having his own identity,
as each bell is unique in size, shape, note) sweat and
swing from midnight to breakfast. They ring to set
a campanological record. The church is some distance from the cottages, but the sounds float above
the snowy fields. During those hours an unknown
man dies; he does not hear the full peal.
When his death is discovered in the morning, the
death bell will be tolled. This is Tailor Paul. He is
inscribed, “Paul is my name; honor the same; nine
tailors make a man in Christ; Christ’s death put to
end what in Adam began; nine tailors at death make
a man in Christ.” For the Christian, death brings us
to deeper, truer, ultimate life.
That is why the villagers stop and listen when
Tailor Paul tolls. Nine quick strokes (six for a woman),
then, more slowly, a stroke for each year of age. Thus
the deceased is identified to the villagers. They pray
that their friend and neighbor now will be fully “in
Christ.” But the villagers grieve. They feel loss. If we
are honest, we know that in bereavement we grieve
for ourselves. We fear loneliness; we fear our own
extinction. Death matters. Even if we don’t know the
dead person, even if we disliked or hated him, the
death affects us at a deep level. This was expressed
by an earlier incarnation of Peter Wimsey, an earlier
jazz-age type named John Donne, who was silly on
the outside, but became wise underneath.
No man is an island entire of itself;
every man is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main;
any man's death diminishes me,

because I am involved in mankind.
And therefore never send to know
for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.

At New Year’s midnight, a hundred years ago,
in an imaginary English church, the nine tailors are
tolled for the year which is dead, then the twelve
strokes for the months of that year, and then the
eight hours of wild bell ringing begin. It is a cacophony that means something. The sounds represent
the makers and ringers. They represent us, individually and collectively. We ring now, but we won’t be
heard forever. The bell will toll for you.
The unknown death in Dorothy Sayers’ book has
lasting effects on all the characters. Some are tragic,
but tragedy makes us real. Much more could be said
about the author of The Nine Tailors, the corpulent, mannish, cigarette-smoking Oxford graduate,
among the first women with that distinction. How
Mr Venables, the gentle rector and bell enthusiast, represents the author’s father from whom she
was estranged. How Peter Wimsey is the romantic
love whom the real Dorothy longed for, but whom
she never found. There are eleven Wimsey novels.
(Nine Tailors, Strong Poison, and Gaudy Night are
the best.) Each is a mystery not because a crime is
solved, but because behind life’s perplexing screen,
random and deliberate, a hidden God is acting on
our behalf. Dorothy L. Sayers knew this. As she
entertains, she teaches and enlightens.
On New Year’s Day, you might ask yourself one of
these questions. If I were a bell, how would I sound?
Am I in tune? Could I ring at precisely the split
second to play my part as one of a set of bells in a
beautiful pattern? Will I observe the musicality of the
silences between notes? Will I allow myself the painful privilege of being rung at new times and in new
ways, in the coming year? Will I rejoice like Gaude
and Jubilate? Will I befriend death and eternity like
Tailor Paul?
G abriel M yers ,
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A Meditation on the Icon
Anapeson (The Unsleeping Eye)

(A conference given to our oblates on December 6, 2020)
God’s ways are not our ways, but they are always the way of love. When the exiles came back
to Jerusalem from Babylon, their hearts were grief
stricken. Not only was the city laid waste, but the
temple that Solomon had built, that glorious temple where God dwelt among his people, lay in ruins.
When the foundations of the second temple had
been laid, many who remembered Solomon’s temple wept, because they knew it could not compare
to the glory of the first.
But the prophets encouraged them, told them that
the “latter splendor of this house would indeed be more
glorious than the former…” (Haggai 2:9). Malachi
would prophesy that “Now I am sending my messenger—he will prepare the way before me; and the Lord
whom you seek will come suddenly to his temple; The
messenger of the covenant whom you desire—see, he
is coming! says the LORD of hosts” (Malachi 3:1). It
would be this Messenger, this Messiah, who would
be the true glory of this house.
And how does the Messiah whom they long for
come? His first appearance is that of a baby on the
arms of his mother, although he comes again later
as a teacher, a wonder worker, a rejected and crucified Savior! God’s ways are different from our ways!
We would have the Messiah come trailing clouds of
glory, splendid in battle array. He does come trailing
clouds of glory, of divinity, of love, but they are not
material and must be seen by the eyes of faith. The
Messiah, the One whom we know to be divine, the
Son of God, the ruler of heaven and earth, comes as
a baby! God’s ways are not our own!

The icon we are using for our lectio today shows
us Christ as a child, a little more than a baby but not
an adult either. This icon is called the Anapeson or
“The Unsleeping Eye” of Christ.

The Unsleeping Eye

As we begin our meditation, a few words about
icons are in order. Most of this information I have
shared with you in the past. However, for some
of us, icons and Byzantine iconography inhabit an
unfamiliar world, so in a few words here are some
key points:
1. In the West we think of the statues and paintings of the sacred as reminders of the holy; they are
reminders to draw us to God.
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2. In the East an icon is seen as a means of entering
the mystery it portrays, or communicating with the
saint it depicts. Let me explain:
In the West we generally look on sacred images
as something that reminds us of Christ, the Blessed
Virgin Mary, the saints, and the sacred mysteries.
They are an aid to our devotions and contemplation.
The Eastern church views icons differently. They
have been called “Windows into Heaven.” In this
view, the veneration given to an icon is seen as passing on to heaven or to the mystery represented in
the icon. St Basil of Caesarea wrote that “the honor
paid to the image passes on to the prototype. To kiss
an icon of Christ is to show love to Christ.” As in the
Western tradition of sacred images, icons are venerated not worshipped.
3. Perspective is different than what we are used
to. We are used to what is called a “window perspective,” where the vanishing point is on the horizon,
away from us, and parallel lines converge there at
a vanishing point. In icons, the vanishing point is
behind the viewer so that the person looking at the
icon is included in it. Often some part of the icon
sticks out of the frame to indicate that the mystery
cannot be contained by a frame.
The icon Anapeson/The Unsleeping Eye leads us
to meditate on the Incarnation of the Word of
God: “And the Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us, and we saw his glory, the glory as of the
Father’s only Son, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14).
Our entry into this mystery invites us not only to
believe in the mystery of the Word made flesh, of
God’s infinite love for us, but to recognize it as active in our lives, responding with our hearts, our
lives, and our love. The infinite love of God undergirds the whole cosmos, it supports all of creation.
It led to the Incarnation, the Cross and Resurrection.
And I must ask myself: What is my response to this
love, to God’s all-consuming love for us, for me?
Our icon depicts the child Jesus asleep on a bed

against a backdrop of stars. In some depictions of
the Anapeson/The Unsleeping Eye, Christ is shown
sleeping in the midst of fanciful trees and flowers
representing Paradise. Sometimes he is depicted
with Mary, the Theotokos, or an accompanying angel.
For my part, I prefer the simplicity of this icon. For
me, it stresses more powerfully the stark reality of
the God-Made-Man.
Let us begin by placing ourselves in the scene. Let
us take a moment to collect ourselves. We are part
of this scene. Although Christ’s birth, life, death and
resurrection took place in historical time it will forever exist in eternity, in the eternal now. Even now
as Jesus sits at the right hand of the Father in power
and majesty, he remains with us by the power of the
Holy Spirit. Such is his love for us—he cannot let us
go! The Eucharist is proof of this.
As we proceed through this meditation, it is not
necessary to stay with me. If the Spirit speaks to you
in a movement of your own heart, follow the Spirit.
As we enter the icon and become part of the mystery that we behold, let’s look around. We do not
look at what we see as we would look at a painting
in an art gallery. We let what we look at quietly sink
into our hearts. We contemplate what we see. Let’s
reflect on some elements within the icon.
The stars. The background shows us a heaven
filled with stars. These stars represent all creation
come to worship Jesus. “He was in the beginning with
God. All things came to be through him, and without him
nothing came to be” (John 1:2-3). These stars represent
the praise all creation sings out to God by its very
being. “He alone stretches out the heavens and treads
upon the back of the sea. He made the Bear and Orion, the
Pleiades and the constellations of the south” (Job 9:8-9).
And again: “Praise him, all you his angels; give praise,
all you his hosts. Praise him, sun and moon; praise him,
all shining stars. Praise him, highest heavens” (Psalm
148: 2-4). Together with the angels and all creation,
I, too, am to praise God and his mighty works in

my songs of praise and in the manner of my life.
How true am I to this vocation of praise to which God has
called me? How can I grow in praise?
The bed. The child Jesus is sleeping on an ancient
form of bedding, probably a type of sack filled with
wool. (Because of this bed, I have heard this icon irreverently referred to as “Jesus on a bean bag.”). It
is colored red and green. Red is the color of blood,
of the passion the child is yet to endure. Red is also
the color of the Spirit and of love. Jesus tells me that
to be his disciple, I must take up my cross daily
and follow him. To follow Christ, to do the will of
the Father as Jesus did, is not easy. It was not easy
for him; we cannot expect it to be easy for us. On
the other hand, it is in emptying ourselves of our
self-will and self-centeredness that, in union with
Christ, we arrive at the peace and spiritual rest that
this bed represents.
Some have been called, like Christ, to literally follow the way of the cross in a radical way. We call
these “the martyrs.” All of us, however, are called
every day to surrender ourselves to God, most often
in the small happenings of daily life. All those who
were called to give up their lives for Christ lived
daily lives of self-surrender and self-emptying. How
do I meet the irritations of daily life, the aches and pains
that I experience? Do they become a means of uniting myself with Christ, or do they make me a grumpy person?
By uniting myself with Christ, does my heart become a
bed on which he can rest?
The divine child, Jesus asleep. As the title of the
icon tells us, even though Jesus is asleep as man, as
God and Creator he watches over us, maintaining
the entire universe. Depicted as a human child, he
is also shown with the attributes of divinity: a halo
inscribed with a cross and the Greek letters O ŌN,
which means “I AM,” the name God revealed to
Moses in the burning bush. I am told that in many
Eastern monasteries this icon is placed over the door
of the church leading to their sleeping quarters.

The icon of The Unsleeping Eye further represents
Jesus in the sleep of death awaiting his resurrection.
A hymn for Holy Saturday in the Eastern liturgy
reads: “Come, let us see our life lying in the tomb, that he
may give life to those that lie dead in their tombs. Come,
let us look today on the Son of Judah as he sleeps, and with
the prophet let us cry aloud to him: You have lain down;
you have slept as a lion: who shall awaken you, O King?”
The feast of the Nativity is one with Good Friday
and Easter Sunday. I am drawn to the sweetness of the
Christmas story. Is my heart also drawn to the love Christ
demonstrated on Calvary?
Jesus calms the water on the Sea of Galilee.
Whenever I look at this icon, I immediately think of
the Gospel story of Jesus calming the storm on the
Sea of Galilee. According to the Gospels, Jesus and
his disciples were crossing the sea one evening in
a boat when a ferocious storm blew up. The waves
were breaking over the boat, swamping it. Death by
drowning was imminent. Jesus was asleep on a cushion in the stern. (I love that detail of the cushion, so
much like our icon of The Unsleeping Eye). The frightened disciples awakened him, crying out: “Teacher,
don’t you care if we drown?” Then, “He woke up, rebuked
the wind, and said to the sea, 'Quiet! Be still!' The wind
ceased and there was great calm. Then he asked them 'Why
are you terrified? Do you not yet have faith?' They were
filled with great awe and said to one another, 'Who then
is this whom even wind and sea obey?'” (Mark 4:39-41).
I have always felt a bit sorry for the disciples. Here
they are in mortal danger and their leader, their
teacher, is calmly sleeping through it all. They have
witnessed his miracles and come to him in their
need. It seems they are a little exasperated at seeing
how calm Jesus is when their sky is literally falling
in. Their cry is a kind of “Do something, don’t just
stand there!” They had no idea what he would do
or even, at their stage of faith, what he could do.
But just lying there, sound asleep, that was a bit too
much for them.
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Conclusion. The icon of the Anapeson/The
Unsleeping Eye invites us to an ever-deepening
faith, especially when the storms of life threaten
to swamp our boats. What is my response in a
storm? The icon of the Anapeson/The Unsleeping Eye
is commentary on Psalm 121: “I raise my eyes to the
mountains, / From whence shall come my help? / My help
comes from the Lord / the maker of heaven and earth.”

As followers of Jesus, we walk in his footsteps. Our
hope, our trust is in him. This is not always easy, as
the frightened disciples show us, especially when
the waters threaten to overwhelm us. But across the
howling of the wind the voice of Jesus comes to us,
“Do not be afraid; it is I, the One who calms the sea and
waves. Do not be afraid. I am with you. Take comfort in
me! Rest in me!"
B oniface

von
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Understanding Our Current Educational
Environment from a Larger Perspective
(The first of two parts)

Understanding our educational environment,
from a pedagogical perspective, requires a form of
inquiry which attends to a number of different variables. A number of religious, political, economic,
and technological shifts have been occurring in
recent centuries. For purposes of brevity, we select a few variables which seem most relevant for
changes that need to be introduced and which we
would like to effect.
First, let us begin with the decline and near annihilation of the traditional family as the primary cell
of human society, despite the truth of the Church's
social teaching which says that the family exists as
the primary cell of human society. In a letter which
comes from Cardinal Soldano and which introduces
the Compendium of Catholic Social Teaching, it is noted
that “Faith brings to fullness the meaning of the family, which, founded on marriage between one man

and one woman, constitutes the first and vital cell
of society.” Within a context which subsequently
speaks about the natural and the supernatural life of
each human person and about the essential relations
which human beings must have with each other if
any form of human community is to exist, the family, as it is initiated and sustained by a sacramentally
wed man and woman, is to be regarded as a species
of community which is especially central for us as
human beings if, for each member of a family, an unfolding of natural and supernatural life is to occur.
Regrettably, we do not have to say too much about
whether or not modern society regards this one man
and one woman community as a vital cell of society
since, obviously, it does not. This neglect is all too apparent in many ways and places. For centuries now,
the family, as the basic cell of society, has been deteriorating to a point where today few people have any

serious experience of traditional family life—traditional family life as not merely a generic relation that
would exist between one man and one woman but,
more importantly, as the life that they both make together through the commitment, friendship, and
love that they have for each other and for any children that God has perhaps given to them.
The Compendium, as a point of reference, beautifully speaks about the human person and society,
especially in relation to the family. The mother and
father hold a particularly important place: not only
in the conception of a child but also throughout the
life and upbringing of a child. Beginning even at
conception, a unique place accrues to the father and
also to the mother and these initial differences unfold themselves in powerful, profound, and beautiful ways as the child moves through gestation, into
birth into the world, and then on toward the experience of adulthood. In an intimate fashion, parents
are naturally involved with fostering this growing
life or, at least, they should be so involved because
they have not only a natural propensity to be and
exist but also the only natural propensity to be and
exist, since no parents who commit themselves to
each other for such a life would begin by saying
that this life exists as an unfortunate and burdensome thing and then choose to ignore how this life
exists for us on a day-to-day basis. Only in a committed and loving context can such a life come to
be welcomed, nurtured, and given direction: not
for the purposes of utility (serving family and society) but because this little girl or this little boy is
loved for her or his own sake as someone who is
called to enjoy both the gifts of creation and the dignity of eternal life as a son or daughter of God the
Father. Incarnately or concretely, even the human
body of the mother and the human body of the father wake up daily to this life: to protect it, to take
care of it, and to welcome it. Parents are the means
in whom life, society, and eternal life can come to be

planted within the very depths and heart of a new,
living child: awakened thus in his or her mind and
in a manner which is informative of his or her soul.
Nothing else does this nor can do this to the same
level and degree. As Mother Teresa had rightly
judged: the loss of this cell of society in the family cannot be underestimated. A child who grows
up within the love that exists between his or her
mother and father cannot be replicated elsewhere in
the same way. Even in the midst of the profound
love that Saint Mother Teresa and her order gave to
the children that were entrusted to them, in a very
concrete and real way, they saw that they could not
replace the presence of a loving father and mother
(no matter how hard they tried).
Many times people will appeal to the conflicts that
can arise between husbands and wives in order to
argue that other alternatives are at least as good (if
not better). While contrary arguments can be formulated and expressed, suffice it to say, for our purposes, that a child grows up most naturally and fully
when a husband remains committed to his wife and
a wife to her husband, and that they grow in their
love and friendship over the years through innumerable acts of forgiveness, reconciliation, and generosity. When, cooperatively, they work together to raise
their children, no better home exists for their children to flourish as loved human beings. Because a
home is constituted by a committed and relatively
good father and mother, children can come to see the
depths of creation and salvation and so experience
the goodness of their individual, personal worth.
Because, unfortunately, so much of this cell has
disappeared, young men and women have today
virtually no real experience of a normalized type
of traditional family life. As a result, the depths of
creation, the goodness of salvation, and the dignity
of their own worth are not being conveyed to them
through the kind of ministry which is provided
through the care and protection of a loving mother
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and father. Adding to our difficulties is the fact that,
when we teach courses on marriage at the college
level, many topics and Church teachings are often
presented in an overly abstract fashion. Discussions
are unfortunately hampered if they spring from soil
which is too barren and rocky. Students with faith
and belief, despite having an intellectual life, are not
readily able to appropriate the thoughts and teachings that are being given to them, let alone import
them into the habits of their life. Simply put, their
imaginations lack the formation that comes from
many years of loving exchanges that exist within
family life. In agreement with Aristotle, we would
argue that the human imagination exists as the
landscape or the fertile soil and context from within
which our higher spiritual and intellectual powers
arise and operate. Because we exist as embodied
souls (as embodied spirits), we cannot think and reason and do things apart from our imaginations, our
memories, and our feelings. Hence, it has become
necessary that, if we are to have a more vibrant life
of spirit, mind, and love, a proper formation of our
imaginations and emotions needs to occur. Nothing
else can replace the vibrant and profound formation
of our imaginations and memories; nothing else can
effect a necessary pruning of our emotions if we are
bereft of a relatively healthy family life as this is
jointly headed by one man and one woman (working together) who are sacramentally, faithfully, and
generatively united to each other.
It is crucial that we provide our young people
with real experiences of normalized forms of family life if we should want them to develop any kind
of serious, well-grounded hope and belief that, at
some point, in their own time, they will be able to
build a world that is naturally open to movements
that are, in turn, turned toward a larger, supernatural destiny of some kind.
As the family is the central cell of society, the primordial source of transmitting the tradition of an

entire people and its history is to be identified in
terms which must speak about the life of individual human families. When we look back and think
about the relatively recent history of new tyrannical movements and new empires as these have existed within our world, we will soon see that their
leaders regularly viewed families as a major threat
and danger to them. Family life tends to restrain its
members as involved citizens: holding them back
from wholeheartedly jumping into the rush of life
that is generated by the rise of new movements.
During the age of revolutions in the West, for example, most citizens could claim roots that belonged
in a Christian, Catholic world. Hence, if these revolutions were to succeed, they needed to weaken the
institution of the family (the life of families). Only
then was it possible for someone like Hitler to gain
dominance and ascendency; so, too, with Stalin and
Lenin. They saw family life as a danger to them, especially if it was rooted in a Christian or Jewish tradition where, from within this matrix, most Russian
citizens had been born. The family exists as truly the
well-spring of our human and religious traditions
because of the profound and enduring impact that a
mother and a father have on their children (even if
it should be the case that the love of parents is filled
with defects, biases, and distortions).
In the modern West, although the rise of the
Industrial Revolution was not as explicitly hostile to
families as was the case with the rise of Communism
and Fascism, in the long run it became more hostile if we notice how this revolution was joined to
the emergence of a new scientific revolution and
the appearance of the modern Enlightenment. The
first stages of the Enlightenment introduced an apparently new way to find understanding and truth.
The result was a modernist version of human reason which, in turn, found some powerful embodiments within developments that emerged in the
wake of the Industrial Revolution. Then, by means

of this revolution, a dialectical ascent began to move
into the larger, cultural life of our Western civilization. While the family was not directly attacked or
opposed, on a practical level this did begin to happen when men, women, and children were put into
factories: working seven days a week to achieve the
new, “better” kind of life that was being promoted,
shifted the life and power of families as carriers of
received cultural traditions. Prior to this revolution,
most families lived on farms where the rhythms of
family life were tied to the rhythms of a family's
work. Life in industry unfortunately served to eliminate these natural rhythms. Admittedly, we should
not think about the past as if it existed as some kind
of golden age: failures certainly existed when most
families lived on farms, but the world of nature and
the environment helped keep family life united
to the kind of stewardship that belongs of the demands of work and labor.
At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution,
memories of family life and family bonds continued to be quite strong. Many persons had relatives
who lived on farms. Hence, a natural type of revulsion was sparked against the new kind of life which
was emerging in the context of industrial factories.
Child labor laws were enacted in England, along
with other laws that limited the length of hours in
workweeks.1 An opportunity seemed to exist for a
possible regaining of lost ground, a return to normal family life and a more human and faith-filled
way of living. In the first stages of the rise of the
industrial world, education was administered by
the various Christian churches in England. For religious reasons, reading and writing were important. They were needed, and literacy rates were very
high, higher than perhaps today. The Industrial
Revolution, as such, did not increase literacy or
1

Interestingly, the rise of communism and utilitarianism were
responses to these dire situations.

education since what it wanted was a shift in education in order to produce a larger number of more
fruitful, skilled laborers. One manifestation of this
shift was the emergence of a national education
movement. How to create a more robust type of industrial citizenry? Many modern western regimes
saw the value of this type of education, so forces
and pressures emerged which sought to enforce this
new educational order in the life of all citizens and,
at the same time, reduce both the impact of the family and the church on the education of young children. Some politicians joined with various political
movements to bring about this shift. Families were
to be seen as secondary, while the state came to be
regarded as the primary educator.
However, these movements did not stand alone.
Other forces and movements also existed within the
West. Longstanding cultural traditions continued
to exist. Christianity was deep-rooted, and even
though the surface of things may have been cleansed
here and there of their vestiges, these religious roots
continued to exist and gave rise to new branches
or else restored old branches of the tradition that
had been forgotten. Nevertheless, repeated efforts
(generation after generation) to remove these roots
began to have greater measures of success. Most
especially was this the case in new countries formed
on the basis of Enlightenment principles. America
has been one of these places. Yet, despite these
efforts, Christian and Catholic immigrants have
replanted the seeds of their faith in a new world and
these have grown their own roots although, admittedly, recent trends seem to be directed towards
efforts to abolish them.
In the context of his own day and time, John
Henry Cardinal Newman saw how powerful forces
of infidelity were arising from within modern,
enlightened, liberal culture. This culture had essentially crushed most of what had remained of the
religious traditions in 19th-century England. His
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beloved Anglican Church (in which he had grown
up) was overwhelmed; it had largely succumbed to
modern liberal infidelities. His conversion accordingly led him to the Catholic Church, which he saw
as the only religion that could successfully withstand the onslaughts that were being launched
against the human soul, the family, and the truths
of the Christian faith. It seems thus that the 20th
century has confirmed Newman’s prophetic apprehensions. A long and interesting history documents this development or, perhaps better put, this
decline and collapse.
In addition to the loss of the family as the primary cell of our human society, a severe hostility
has also arisen against family life as the basic cell
of our human, social life. The dialectic between the
cell of the family and the mass of society at large
appears to be insurmountable. Palpable hostilities
emerge at various points in the electoral, business
and economic cycles. When we glance out upon our

world and attempt to work from a more global perspective, we see how a modern Western way of life
is being exported to many other places and peoples
that highlight the lack of roots in Christianity and
the life of the Church. In this, a formula for worldwide disaster exists.
For our purposes then, as we turn toward new
ways of thinking and better ways of living, we cannot forget how our world (from which our students
come, even though they might come from good,
decent families) confronts young people with a
self-proclaimed type of enlightened modern history
that is trying to do away with traditional family life
and that, in turn, cultivates a de facto kind of suppression of that which would convey to them the beauty
and goodness of creation, an awareness of the destructiveness of sin, and a knowledge of the merciful
gift of salvation that is always available to us at any
time and within any given set of conditions.
D avid F leischacker

Bringing Together the Order of Creation
with the Order of Redemption
What connects creation with redemption? Can
we identify an explanatory principle which links
these two orders? In order to explain how God exists and works as a first and primary principle of
order and direction with respect to the being of all
things which exist within our world, we begin this
philosophical essay with a concept that we borrow
from Aristotle and an explanation that we borrow
from Aquinas. We speak about “premotions” and

how these exist within our world. We begin with the
world of physical nature which surrounds us and
which we directly experience and know: a world
which has been somehow created by God where,
logically, God exists first as our Creator before existing as our Redeemer since the order and good
of redemption supposes the order and good of creation if it is to bring it toward an order or a degree
of goodness and perfection that, otherwise, it would

not have merely by how it happens to exist in its
own right. Hence, what is this world of nature if we
should attend and allude to the distinctive kind of
movement or motion which allegedly exists within
nature? We first pose this question before we can
ask about our own human world and the kind of
movement which allegedly exists within this other
world of existing things.
If we attend then to the world which exists about
us and as we work with the kind of reality that is
given to us through our different acts of sense perception, we notice two different, contrasting, but
related things. First, within this outer world of
nature (in its physics, chemistry, and biology), recurrent patterns commonly present themselves to
us. Macroscopically, we can advert to the recurring
seasons of the calendar year. Each seems to follow
from the other and everything begins to return to
how things had existed before. More specifically
and as but one example that we can choose as a
pregnant, telling example: if paper is brought to a
burning flame and is joined to that flame, it catches
fire. The closer the paper gets to the flame, the
sooner will the paper burst into flame. The paper
will always become lit. Even if the paper is wet and
we put it close to a burning fire for a long enough
time, the same thing will also eventually happen.
Combustion will occur and, in this burning activity of combustion, a regularity or a constancy exists.
The paper will always catch fire. The burning, as
a motion or as a movement, intellectually exists
both within our understanding and knowledge
of it and also from without as a distinct species of
change which exists as a species of chemical transformation. The burning is explained by a process of
oxidation. This technical designation points to the
nature or to the intelligibility of how burning exists
as a specific type of motion or movement. The burning fire has its own peculiar nature or intelligibility
while, on the other hand, the paper (which is about
to be burned) has its own nature or intelligibility.

A positive connection exists between them since
the intelligibility of the paper points to a potency
which belongs to or exists within the intelligibility:
a potency which points to the possibilities and likelihood of oxidation if apt conditions are somehow
also given and met.
However, in addition to our perception of recurrent patterns or cycles, a second element (a second
datum) also catches our attention and notice. We
can refer to this as the fortuitousness of chance variations: random occurrences which exist as chance.
“Chance,” as a technical designation, refers to some
kind of incidental or statistical determination of
things with respect to the possible or probable being
of this or that thing, cause, or event. A frequency,
to the degree that it can be determined and known,
exists as a statistical determination. For some reason which is other and different (for we have yet to
grasp and know it), at some given time and in a given
place, a piece of paper will find that it is adjacent to
or near a burning flame. A circumstantial nearness
or a circumstantial proximity exists as a condition
which must somehow exist as a prior, fulfilling condition if a new but recurrent motion is now also to
exist. Why does a fortuitous event occur at this time
and not at some other time? Why, now, is this paper
catching fire? Hence, in referring to chance and incidences of chance, we are distinguishing or must
distinguish between changes which exist as chance
or random variations and other changes which exist
as regularities or as constants. In order to grow toward a greater understanding of things which exist
within our world, we need to look beyond the kind
of change which only exists as a regularity or constant. We need to look for some other, further kind
of variable or explanation (an additional explanation or reason) since, for instance, as in the case of
oxidation, with respect to the intelligibility or the
nature of oxidation, no explanation is given or included within it which can account for why a given
instantiation is now occurring or why a given
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instantiation could occur whenever a given “x” is
approaching or is near to a given “y.” Nothing in the
“x” exists as a sufficient reason or explanation and,
similarly, nothing in the “y.” The reason lies elsewhere: in a way that we cannot too well understand
if our focus, or if our intellectual object, is just how
different things are combined with each other in
ways which point to abiding constants which exist
as recurrent patterns or cycles. Rather, our human
acts of understanding, through its acts of abstraction, move from irregularities and determinations
of chance toward an awareness of universals which
would exist as constants that never change.
If there is, then, to be some kind of further or
fuller explanation of things as these things exist
within our world of nature (however approximate
or initial might be our understanding of these same
things), if a later, consequent motion is to exist as an
instantiated, proper motion (for instance, the kind
of motion which exists as the change of oxidation);
if two or more things are to come together so that
a new, proper motion can begin arise and exist in a
new way, then the explanation must be something
which exists as a different kind of “x” where we
refer to a species or instance of prior motion or prior
movement. This is the kind of motion we have in
mind when, with Aristotle, we speak about “premotions” and the being of premotions. Every proper
motion, in its realization or in its actualization, is explained by or requires a premotion of some kind,
even though we may not know exactly what this
premotion is in any particular instance of it.
On the basis of how prior, conditioning motions
exist as premotions, and given the necessity of these
conditioning premotions, we can now often speak
about how measurable, statistical correlations exist
within our naturally existing physical, chemical, biological world: correlations which exist not as fixed,
determinate natures or patterns but as some other
kind of determination, one that has its own distinct
kind of reality. Our physical, chemical, biological

world or, in other words, our naturally existing
world, consists of regularities or patterns which are
all linked to each other through chance determinations of one kind or another (with some of these
determinations existing with high degrees of probability and others with low degrees of probability).
We find, then, that there is an ordering of prior,
conditioning motions or movements which exist
in their own right as a transcendent, higher order
of operative premotions (if we continue to use the
conceptuality which has come down to us from the
physics of Aristotle). Motions (where these exist as
proper motions) are conditioned by motions which
exist as premotions. No premotions, no motion.
Without a given, operative premotion of some kind,
no proper motions will exist or emerge within our
world in any given, concrete, natural or human context. Premotions enjoy a primacy which trumps the
kind of primacy which can be said to belong to the
reality of motions which exist as proper motions.
If we should now move into our human world and
if we import or apply these two notions of regularity
and chance, we find that here, too, they both obviously exist within our human world. Premotions
exist in conjunction with proper motions and they
condition or make for the being of our proper human
motions. Chance encounters, for instance, can lead
to husbands meeting their spouses, and wives their
spouses. While a certain amount of personal control
is possible with respect to how we can each relate to
each other, at the same time we notice that total control is something which constantly eludes us. Many
incredible things that are beyond our control can unexpectedly happen because of how, for unknown
reasons, chance exists as an irreducible type of determination. In terms of regularities and patterns, yes,
in our lives, we have birth, life, reproduction, death,
and an ongoing emergence of new generations.
Repetitive cycles exist and they constantly exist.
They need to exist if ordered kinds of growth are
to exist. Because we are human, we can behave and

we do behave in many predictable ways that others
will notice and which we can notice about ourselves.
Each of us is free (to some extent) if we can each fully
live out our individual humanity where this humanity refers to the reason or the intelligibility of our
transmitted, inherited human nature.
But, on the other hand, our human freedom can
also grow, prosper, and deepen if, for some strange
reason, we find that we are meeting and encountering persons whom we have not planned to meet
and know (while doing this or that activity) and
that, between us and among us, we find that we
are entering into new associations and friendships
and, in various ways, making new commitments
and agreements. Most especially does our freedom
grow and expand if our lives can become more focused and purposive; if, to repeat a refrain, they can
become richer or more meaningful: if we can live
by our choices and commitments, if we can know
that we do not exist as lonely, isolated, solitary subjects (since, in fact, we all have responsibilities and
tasks to meet and do; we are joined to other persons
though we might not know who some of these persons could be or who they might be). No inherent or
intrinsic opposition necessarily exists between what
problems, challenges, and trials could come our way
and how, through our acceptance and endurance of
pains and suffering, new loves, appreciations, and
attachments can begin to emerge which, before, we
had not thought possible, feasible, or probable.
The existence of chance accordingly points to how
God has created our world in a way which is not to
be compared to the workings of some kind of mechanism or machine. Variety and change exist as some
kind of more fundamental thing, and this openness,
variety, and change combine with recurrent regularities which, as joined with variety and chance, make
for a world that can either grow, expand, and develop
or, on the other hand, decline, contract, fission, and
crumble. An ascending, expanding order of newly
emergent patterns can exist in a way which points

to new, varying degrees of stability and endurance.
Some things will, or should, last for a long time,
but we simply cannot know if or when something
will emerge in a way which will change everything
about us in the course of our lives. In the context of
our individual, personal stories and also within the
gamut of our human history in general, often and
indeed always we are finding that we have been
intending purposes and goals which are soon upended and superseded: they have been challenged,
supplanted, and replaced. New conditions have unexpectedly arisen and, necessarily, they have led to
new determinations and realizations and, at times,
to disappointments and distortions that we neither
desired nor intended.
Hence, in our human history, in our historicity,
as consciously active subjects and agents, we find
that we cannot pretend to a lordship or to a stewardship of history that is truly total or absolute: a
lordship that we would probably prefer to have
and to exercise if we could but have it but which,
in fact, we can never have or ever exercise. Our limitations are too obvious to us. To try and give an
example that we can take from a history of philosophical reflection, we find, among philosophers in
general, that each has something intelligent to say
to us. Each has something to offer to us: some understanding about ourselves and the being of other
things, understandings that we can each grasp and
appreciate and perhaps turn to some good, possible use. However, this pluralism at the same time
points to our human limitations and to failures
which exist within our understanding of different things. As much as we might and must try and
think about the possibility and the reality of many
different things and how they all exist together, and
as often as we must and should raise questions and
come to new understandings about this or that different thing and how, possibly, it could relate to
something else, the experience of our inquiry and
understanding points to collisions and conflicts as
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well as to chance meetings and encounters which
can create or lead to the emergence of a new dialectic which begins to exist as a new species or instance
of premotion if something better or something
proper is to occur in a way that escapes our deliberate, conscious control. In the words of Etienne
Gilson, no one philosophy can “include the philosophies of Aristotle and Averroes, of Plato, Plotinus,
and Avicenna, of Augustine, Boethius, and others”
although, oddly enough, they “can be summoned
to appear together.” They can all be confronted and
each can be asked “to say its last word, its ultimate
truth.” The pluralism emerges as a quandary and
problem for us and yet also as a stimulus, as a new
active potency, that can become increasingly open
and possibly more receptive toward new determinations of meaning which can belong to a new order
of significance and meaning: meanings that can possibly unite different philosophic truths in a way that
can only happen if we should move into or be open
to some kind of higher order of thinking and reason which would exist as a transcendent order of
meaning and being. It would exist as more than the
being of any given philosophy when, now, we begin
to ask about things that cannot be known through
any of our direct acts of understanding but, instead,
through acts of understanding which would exist as
indirect acts of understanding.
If we should then try to move into this higher
order of meaning and significance, the premotions
which exist within our world exist in two different
ways, depending on whether our point of departure should initially be God as our Creator or, on
the other hand, God as our Savior and Redeemer.
Within the larger context or the higher viewpoint
which exists as the coordinating order of natural
theology (apart, initially, from the input and data of
revelation), premotions exist as a way for how we
can speak about a kind of governing and coordinating which alone belongs to the effectuality of God's

knowing and willing which exists as the administration of God's care and providence. In general,
within the world which exists about us and within
the kind of world which exists as our human world,
God works through the kind of mediation which
exists if we should refer to how, mysteriously, different things do come together without any kind
of plan or intention that we can devise and administer with complete confidence. God (or, in other
words, an unfathomable higher, divine power) mysteriously brings things together in ways for which
no other explanation exists although, admittedly,
as we try to refer to how God exists as a “known
unknown,” we can refer to how God exists as an unrestricted act of understanding, willing, and doing
(though, again, this unrestrictedness is something
which exists in a way that we can never adequately
grasp or understand through any of our direct acts
of understanding). Yes, some kind of reason does
exist if we should want to believe that an intimate
connection exists between the being of things and
the rationality of things. However, this rationality
can never exist as the term of any of our own acts of
understanding, for an understood object is never to
be identified with some kind of obvious, brute fact
that is simply experienced and given to us. Instead,
we must refer to the way it exists as a correlation.
An inner form or a structure which exists within
things is grasped and understood if, as our point
of departure, we can somehow possibly imagine or
picture it through any inquires which we could be
asking and making. We cannot grasp or understand
what we cannot picture or imagine,. A form exists
with a regularity and a constancy which is distinctive of the being of a certain type of thing or which
is distinctive of the being of a certain type of event.
Absent the inner structure, the inner form, the inner
intelligibility, then absent as well the reality or the
being of a given thing. Absent, too, the possibility of
a given thing's existence.

However, the absence of constancy and regularity
in chance incidences of one kind or another explains
why chance can only be understood if, as a potentially intelligible thing, it exists not as the term of an
incarnate human act of understanding but, instead,
as the term of an unimaginable, unrestricted act
of understanding. Nothing exists without its having some kind of meaning, even though we might
not know what this meaning is or what it can be.
The anticipation of meaning which exists within
the order of our human inquiry points to how this
anticipation exists as some kind of primitive belief
or basic, fundamental assumption. Is it a kind of
“indemonstrable” that we cannot prove from any
kind of external point of view, or does it exist as
an act of faith which, performatively, we must always suppose and make? If we were to block or to
try to impede our desire for an increase in our understanding or comprehension, we would be acting
against ourselves (acting against the intelligibility
and the order of our own humanity). Therefore, if
we are to experience the fullness of our human lot
and condition, we must recognize that our thirst
for understanding exists within us as but another
species or instance of operative premotion if new,
proper motions are ever to emerge and exist within
us as new actuations that are proper to the life and
the being of our human spirit.
In moving then from God as our Creator to God
as our Redeemer, our point of departure (within
the ordering of understanding which exists as natural theology) is how God has created us as human
beings and how, by mysteriously bringing different persons and events together, God has been not
only supporting and assisting our freedom but, at
the same time, by acting through our freedom, has
been enhancing it or adding to our freedom. At one
and the same time, we are individually free to some

extent, and yet, through expansions and growth
in the exercise of our human freedom, something
more intelligible or something more intelligent
can exist for us as, through us and the agency of
other causes, God accomplishes ends and purposes
which transcend both our intellectual causality and
our affective, passionate causality. Wondrously, our
freedom can keep growing and, by means of it, the
wisdom and power of God can become more apparent and manifest to us. No necessary or essential
conflict exists between the givenness of our human
freedom and the freedom that alone belongs to God
as both a conclusion that we can come to and yet as
a premise from which we can work.
This opens the way for how we can think about
God as also our Redeemer and Savior and how
this redemption best works for us. Our point of
departure is enhanced if we turn toward the novelty and the uniqueness of Christ's incarnation and
to the radical form of divine entry and community
which exists within this incarnation as God, in His
divinity, enters into our human condition and assumes our human nature in a way which creates
and which introduces a new, effective premotion
within the swirl and events of our human world
and history. This creates a new context for us, and
so reveals new ends and means that can bring persons and events together in new, unexpected ways
because of pre-moving divine, human actions that
have effected a change in the likely occurrence or
the probability of different things happening. An
order of redemption emerges within a prior order
of created things and, through developments in our
human freedom that Christ's coming nourishes and
assists, our redemption can be said to be caused by
God through means which transcend the ways in
which our world has been existing within this or
that specification of space and time.
D unstan R obidoux ,
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